Nostalgia pervades pop culture in the U.S., but what does nostalgia imply for music associated with political and social activism? In the past few years, signs of a nostalgic 1990s revival are everywhere, as teenagers in plaid shirts cavort on the pages of fashion magazines and bands like Soundgarden and Pavement have undertaken reunion tours. Within this pop cultural revival that perpetuates a continuous nostalgic consumerism in the U.S., a small Riot Grrrl revival has also taken place, circulating on feminist blogs and through the publication of books that foreground the movement as essential to the formation of Third Wave feminism. Drawing on José Esteban Muñoz’s reflections on constructing utopias through nostalgic framings of the past, this presentation questions the political nature of remembering Riot Grrrl today and addresses the juncture where the now-popular production of 1990s nostalgia intersects with the important project of feminist historiography of the Third Wave.
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